### BREAKFAST
- Coffee or tea, sandwich with Swedish craft cheese  
  $65 \text{ kr}$
- Coffee or tea, sandwich Swedish craft cheese, äpplemust, yoghurt & topping  
  $125 \text{ kr}$
- Restauranglabbets "extra all in overnight oats special" bowl  
  $89 \text{ kr}$

### SUPER DELICIOUS LUNCH
- Salad, vegetables, herbs, hummus "Nordisk Råvara" & pickels  
  $135 \text{ kr}$
- Lunchbox of the day "Restauranglabbetstyle" *  
  $155 \text{ kr}$
- Wrap of the day "Restauranglabbetstyle" MEDIUM *  
  $69 \text{ kr}$
- Wrap of the day "Restauranglabbetstyle" BIG *  
  $99 \text{ kr}$

*Choose ONE of the following for the entire order - Fish, meat/poultry or vegetarian

### PASTRY & FRUITS
- Coffee or tea, sandwich Swedish craft cheese, äpplemust, yoghurt & topping  
  $125 \text{ kr}$
- Restauranglabbets "extra all in overnight oats special" bowl  
  $89 \text{ kr}$
- Salad, vegetables, herbs, hummus "Nordisk Råvara" & pickels  
  $135 \text{ kr}$
- Lunchbox of the day "Restauranglabbetstyle" *  
  $155 \text{ kr}$
- Wrap of the day "Restauranglabbetstyle" MEDIUM *  
  $69 \text{ kr}$
- Wrap of the day "Restauranglabbetstyle" BIG *  
  $99 \text{ kr}$

*Choose ONE of the following for the entire order - Fish, meat/poultry or vegetarian

### BEVERAGES
- Brew coffee top quality  
  $30 \text{ kr}$
- Tea from "In the mood for tea"  
  $30 \text{ kr}$
- Swedish äpplemust  
  $35 \text{ kr}$
- Kombucha "Bagarmossen"  
  $45 \text{ kr}$
- Sodas  
  $42 \text{ kr}$
- Smoothie  
  $45 \text{ kr}$
- Gingershots  
  $35 \text{ kr}$
- Beer Nonalcoholic Mikeller "Drinkin in the Sun"  
  $45 \text{ kr}$

### FIKKA
- Coffee or tea top quality & kardemummabulle "Warbrokvarn"  
  $65 \text{ kr}$
- Coffee or tea top quality & fruit salad super delux  
  $89 \text{ kr}$
- Coffee or tea top quality & smoothie & raw-food ball  
  $95 \text{ kr}$

### STAFF COST minimum 4h

For beer, wine, finger food or other request, please contact Restauranglabbet

Prices are per person & includes VAT